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U.S. STOCK MARKET:  Reaction Highs; Underlying Dichotomy; Daily Momentum Sell. 
 

There has been improvement over the month in many of the indicators, and maybe the positives are 
beginning to outweigh the negatives, albeit the monthly momentum models remain on a Sell.  We are 
still struck with the dichotomy under the surface.  While there are select stocks across sectors that have 
lifted through consolidations, there are many for which the rallies have simply carried into major 
resistance levels, leaving a selective profile of technically attractive stocks (see examples, Figure 1).  
Some move higher, others into resistance, or decline. 
 

Figure 1.  Select Stock Examples (Weekly) 
 

Goldman Sachs Group Inc. (GS) 
Rally into resistance 

 

Cincinnati Financial Corp (CINF) 
Lifted through consolidation 

  
 

Eli Lilly & Co. (LLY) 
Positive, extended 

 

AbbVie Inc. (ABBV) 
Violated 2-year support 

 
Data Source:  Bloomberg 
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10th Anniversary? 
 

March 9th, and assuming new highs ahead for the equity markets, would mark the 10th anniversary of 
the 2009 bull market, surpassing the 9-year bull of the 1990s for a new record. 
 

The overall indexes have carried impressively from the December 24th 2018 low to now challenge their 
November 2018 peaks without looking back (see Figure 2).  In doing so they retraced two thirds of the 
entire decline (or a 62.8% Fibonacci retracement, which once achieved suggests a full retracement to 
the high might be forthcoming).  Nevertheless, a pause to digest these gains would be welcome.   
 

The S&P 500 (see Figure 2) is again tickling 2,800 resistance which has thwarted upward progress 
since October 2018.  We profile a potential scenario in which a sideways consolidation, matching the 
October through mid-December pattern (see left circle) might repeat itself now to the right of the 
December low (see right circle schematic), for a symmetrical technical pattern which could then argue 
enough consolidation to support a sustainable breakout to new highs. 
 

Such an event would also allow for further improvement in the Technical Indicators and in the many 
stock patterns (some examples noted above) that to date lack such technical evidence of repair. 
 

Figure 2.  S&P 500 (Daily) 

 
Data Source:  Bloomberg 
 

There is wide commentary on the current outperformance of “value” stocks as well as the “equal-
weighted” S&P 500 index (and Technology sector).  This is more a statistical result of the 20% of the 
S&P 500 heavy-weighted now-lagging and still vulnerable FAANG names (depicted herein last month) 
and their ancillaries.  These observations, in our opinion, may simply endure until / if those (or other) 
heavy-weighted names move into leadership roles (e.g., INTC; CSCO, see Figure 3). 
 

“Value” often defines those names with extended underperformance, for which there is generally a 
fundamental reason.  Value can become “more valuable” (further price decline) and is unlikely to come 
to the fore until there is a change in the fundamentals.  Keep a list of value names if one wishes, but 
await technical evidence of consolidation and breakouts before stepping in.  Valid improvement 
eventually turns value into growth! 
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Figure 3.  Cisco Systems, Inc. (CSCO) (Monthly through February) 

 
Data Source:  Bloomberg 

 
Interestingly, Technology is again outperforming (albeit not the FANG leaders, see Figures 3 and 4), 
yet overextended for some.   
 

Industrials, too, carry a rising RS albeit only rallying into resistance and here there are fewer leaders to 
date; some improving; some still vulnerable (see BA, ITW, Figure 5).   
 

For all the media focus on Energy and Financials (see XOM, NTRS, WFC, Figure 5), the sectors 
continue in an underperformance trend.  
 

Yield-offering Utilities profile (see Figure 6) many individual names at new all-time highs, with RS “In 
Line” performance, but the monthly momentum on the cusp of turning positive.  
 
Figure 4.  Stock Examples:  Information Technology (Monthly through February) 

 

Xilinx, Inc. (XLNX) 
 

Keysight Technologies Inc. (KEYS) 

  
Data Source:  Bloomberg 
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Figure 5.  Stock Examples:  Industrials, Energy and Financials (Monthly through February) 
 

Boeing Co. (BA) 
 

Illinois Tool Works Inc. (ITW) 

 
 

Exxon Mobil Corp. (XOM) 
 

Schlumberger Ltd. (SLB) 

 
 

Northern Trust Corp. (NTRS) 
 

Wells Fargo & Co. (WFC) 

  
Data Source:  Bloomberg 
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Figure 6.  Dow Jones Utility Average (Monthly through February) 

 
Data Source:  Bloomberg 

 
Readers may be disappointed that we haven’t been more constructive in face of the externally dynamic 
rally to date, but may understand in face of the individual stock dichotomies.   
 
Technical Indicators (see ahead) have improved to varying degrees over the past month.   
Weekly momentum for all the indexes turned positive, but at very low levels, and the monthly 
momentum models remain negative, albeit improved to “flattening” from which they may continue to 
improve, or again turn down with any forthcoming corrective price behavior, as in 2015-2016 (see 
Figure 7, lower circles).  We know this can take a more extended period of time, but given the mixed 
stock pictures, we are willing to await confirmation. 
 

Figure 7.  The DJIA and NASDAQ (Monthly through February) 
 

DJIA (Monthly) 
 

NASDAQ Composite (Monthly) 

  
Data Source:  Bloomberg 
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Daily Momentum Sell Observation 
 

Our momentum work progresses from the daily, to weekly to monthly and each offers a sequential 
commentary on a stock or index.  The trader may only watch the daily; the intermediate-term holder the 
weekly and the investor only the monthly.  We follow messages from all three, as readers know. 
 

So, as we go to press, it may be important to note that the Daily momentum models are veering into the 
first daily Sell signal since the rally began in December 2018 (see Figure 8, right circle and arrow).  
The DJIA was preceded by the Dow Transports earlier last week, and now is accompanied by the 
S&P 500, 400, 600, NYSE and the NASDAQ all on daily momentum Sell signals. 
 

It is possible, if this Sell holds, that we may finally be at a point of a period of consolidation / price 
retreat.  Notice that following an extended upward advance it pays to observe some caution when the 
Sell is registered (see left circle, arrow and Sell signal in early 2018).   The current price advance has 
been accompanied with an extended and strong upward daily momentum; this is the first daily Sell 
following an extended uptrend from the low.   
 
Figure 8.  Dow Jones Industrial Average (Top) and Daily Momentum Model (Daily) 

 
Data Source:  Bloomberg 

 
Any pullback is not guaranteed, but worthy of consideration:  Price could pull back to the daily 200-day 
MA; but could also experience a deeper retreat.  Alternatively, were the strength to continue, the Sell 
may reverse again. 
 

The next item to watch is whether the weekly momentum (not shown) also weakens and turns toward a 
Sell at yet another negative divergence (lower high), as price has approached the old high. 
 
 
As noted last month, for those willing to venture forth into stocks, we would, as always, concentrate on 
the technically attractive names; those with consolidations moving to new highs / breaking out, and 
keep trailing mental stop-loss levels to protect capital.  There are an increasing number of stocks 
breaking out in this manner that may be considered.  Pullbacks may offer an opportunity. 
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Pluses and Minuses 
 
With the Fed halting its shrinking balance sheet (effectively an easing), and were trade talks to ease, a 
more favorable market environment might continue.  Bear in mind that a lot of the volatility is a result of 
algorithmic programs that automatically reverse course once a certain standard deviation is achieved, 
both for stocks and for the markets. 
 
Also recently reported, stock buybacks are being attributed a reason for a good deal of the overall bull 
advance (NYT 2/25/19) rising to a 25% reduction in shares.  In Q4 2018, there was $240 Billion of 
buybacks, 60% more than the same period in 2017.  The estimate for 2019 is for $700 Billion more in 
share buybacks.   
Recognize this decreases shares outstanding resulting in price boosts as the same number of buyers 
vie for fewer shares; and also increases reported earnings per share.  Remember there has been a 
halving of outstanding NYSE shares from the late 1990s to today. 
 
Trade resolutions remain an outstanding uncertainty for many globally exposed stocks.  The 
Washington DC circus continues without resolution.  The nuclear concerns remain with North Korea, 
Russia, Iran, and let’s not forget the fighting going on between India and Pakistan, 2 more nuclear 
powers, threatening the global arena, an Israeli indictment, as well as reported global slowdowns; and 
not to mention our ballooning national debt.  So far all of these have created the wall of worry the 
market is climbing; we’ll see for how long. 
 
 
The support and resistance levels moving up again! 
 

Support levels (changes in bold) :  DJIA, 25,000 and 24,000 ; Transports, 10,000 and 9,000; Dow 
Utilities  700 and 650; S&P 500, 2,700;and 2,600; S&P 400, 1,800 and 1,700; S&P 600, 900 and 850; 
NYSE, 12,000 and 11,500; NASDAQ, 7,000 and 6,500; and Russell 2000, 1,500 and 1,400.   
 

Resistance (changes in bold)  :  DJIA 27,000 and 28,000; Transports, 11,000 and 11,500, Dow 
Utilities, 775 and 800; S&P 500, 2,900 and 3,000; S&P 400, 2,000 and 2,100; S&P 600, 980 and 
1,000; NYSE , 13,000 and 13,500; NASDAQ 8,000 and 8,500; and Russell 2000, 1,700 and 1,775. 
 
 
Technical Indicators – Selective Improvement 
 

• The NYSE Daily Cumulative Advance-Decline Line (AD) has not only moved in line with 
price, but has exceeded price in making a new high.  We attribute this to the potential double 
billing of stocks themselves and of their ETFs.   

 
• The NYSE 10-Day New Highs-New Lows (see Figure 9):  Has inched further above zero 

improving modestly to equal the July-August 2018 levels.  But needs to exceed the prior 
negatively diverging data, which a continued advance would need to see. 

 
• The NYSE Weekly New Highs-New Lows remains in negative territory just below zero, 

improving slowly.  More time for a defined positive cross is needed to suggest the coast is clear.   
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• NYSE Volume Momentum (see Figure 9): Has risen to equal the January 2018 peak, which is 
impressive since price has not achieved this level yet.  To date, the rally continues to be defined 
with more rising volume, a feather for the Bull.  This strength needs to sustain to propel the 
advance further and exceed the preceding negative divergences.  Currently pausing. 

 
Figure 9.  NYSE Composite, NYSE 10-Day High-Low, NYSE 10-Day Composite Volume and NYSE Volume 
Momentum  

ccccf -  32  - Daily Data
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• The S&P 500 Stocks Above 50-day MA (not shown):  Lifted to 91%, well exceeding the 2016 
downtrend.  The number is strong, showing improvement in the broader stock universe.  A plus 
for the bull.  (Simultaneously, bear in mind that price can exceed declining 50-day MAs in a rally 
into resistance.) 

 

• S&P 500 Stocks Above 200-day MA (see Figure 10):  Improved, crossing above 50% to 61% 
but remains weak as ideally a stronger reading generally moves to the 80% level.  To date there 
is further to go to improve above the negatively diverging 2018 peaks.  The 200-day MAs take 
longer to improve, particularly from the more deeply depressed names which take time to regain 
their 200-day MAs.   

 

Figure 10. S&P 500 Stocks Above Their 200-day Moving Averages (Weekly)     

 
Source:  Bloomberg and LY Advisors 

 

• NYSE Stocks Above 200-day MA (see Figure 11):  Continues disappointing in a weak reading 
of only 45%, still under 50% even after a 63% price retracement of the decline.  (Considering 
that the AD line is at new highs, this reading may be telling us the advances are on the back of 
a select group of stocks which continue to advance!!) 

 

Figure 11. NYSE Stocks Above Their 200-day Moving Averages (Weekly)    

 
Source:  Bloomberg and LY Advisors 
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• The NASDAQ Daily-Cumulative Advance-Decline Line (see Figure 12):  Has moved up 
proportionately to price, not exceeding the old high. 

 

Figure 12.  NASDAQ Composite, NASDAQ Cumulative Advance-Decline Line, NASDAQ 10-Day High-Low, 
and NASDAQ Volume Momentum  
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• The NASDAQ 10-day New Highs New Lows (see Figure 12):  Moved up only minimally, still 

below the July-August 2018 readings and still below the preceding negatively diverging profile.  
The suggestion here may be that only a limited number of select stocks are making new highs. 

 

• The NASDAQ Volume Momentum (see Figure 12):  Has exceeded the July peak and the 
preceding negative divergences, and has nearly achieved the January 2018 levels, showing 
considerable “UP” volume, even as it may be directed at a select number of stocks.  May be 
pausing. 

 

• The NASDAQ stocks above 200-day MA (see Figure 13):  Has improved to only 40% still 
below the 50% threshold, given the impressive 63% price retracement.   

 
 
Figure 13. NASDAQ Stocks Above Their 200-day Moving Averages (Weekly)     

 
Source:  Bloomberg and LY Advisors 

 
 

• Dow Theory:  Remains in a Bear Market Sell Signal until both the DJIA and the Dow 
Transports make new highs. 

 

• Lowry’s Reports**:  Remains positive on the market as the Buying Power moved further above 
the Selling pressure and a sequence of rare confluence of data  in place that in 3 prior 
occasions led to new sustained advances off a “V” bottom low. 

 

• Investors Intelligence:  Is moving into the low level of a caution zone. 
 

• Mutual Fund data:  Selling continues for the traditional mutual funds and buying increases for 
the ETFs. 

 

                                                 
**
   Lowry’s Reports, Inc., 1201 U.S. Highway One, Suite 250, No. Palm Beach, FL 33408 
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Conclusion:  Incomplete Picture? 
 
 

• The most impressive observation, given the degree and the steadfastness of the advance off 
the December low, is the underlying dichotomy among the stocks and sectors. 

 
• As a result we would like to see a consolidation take place to digest the impressive gains to 

date.  Given the new daily momentum model Sell signals that registered as we go to press, the 
time for the initiation of such a consolidation could be now, if this short-term weakening signal 
holds and proves valid.  Of course, if the market were to continue to chug along, this signal can 
easily reverse. 

 
• Technology resumed the outperformance leadership with select stock participation. The 

Industrials chimed in with select stock advances.   Financials and Energy remain fragile from 
our technical perspective.  Utilities and REITs both offer renewed monthly momentum Buy 
signals.  Does their defensive improvement carry a market message? 

 
• Technical Indicators offer incomplete pictures, as some still remain weak given the recovery of 

the overall advance.  Volume Momentum offers the most constructive profile as UP volume has 
outpaced Down volume to carry the indicators nicely positive.  But other indicators suggest the 
Volume Momentum bias may be on the part of limited names, many of which have carried such 
strength as to create sharp extended and generally unsustainable advances. 

 
• Global markets in Europe (except Switzerland), are not dynamic and retain monthly momentum 

Sell signals, as do ours and most of Asia.  In Asia, China has broken out and India remains 
neutral.  Canada is improving and Brazil remains impressive. 

 
• Currency indecisions appear across the board with the Chinese yuan strengthening and the 

Dollar thwarting bulls and bears.  Copper may be recovering with China.  Gold is pausing in the 
advance as it has on other occasions.  Palladium surpasses other metals and Oil has lifted but 
perhaps without sustainable conviction. 

 
• Note on the Chinese market:  MSCI has just announced it will quadruple the number of 

Chinese stocks in its indexes which could draw $85 B into the Chinese market.  For this reason 
we added 2 ETFs to our listing.  But to be forewarned:  80% of participants in the $85 T Chinese 
market are individuals (with 350 M millennials alone) many without market sophistication who 
have and do cause tremendous volatility. 

 
• The world appears in disarray, and yet our equity market climbs the wall of worry. 
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GLOBAL MARKETS:   
 

Reminder:  On any monthly charts, the Buy and Sell signals for the monthly momentum models are indicated by 
vertical lines throughout the chart at the points of those signals. 

 
Emerging Markets versus Developed Markets ratio (see Figure 14) retraced half the outperformance 
made by the Emerging Markets, and is again hovering at the longer-term relative downtrend line 
(favoring Developed Markets outperformance), possibly putting in place yet another lower high (see 
arrows) also favoring Developed Markets. 
 
Figure 14.  MSCI Emerging Markets Index (Free) – Relative Ratio to MSCI World Index (Weekly) 

 
Data Source:  Bloomberg  

 
The Emerging Markets (EEM, not shown):  Has retraced only one third of the 27% decline, addressing 
the 50-week MA resistance and could roll down to consolidate before a move further up toward the 
price resistance (formerly support) at 45.  Monthly momentum retains a Sell but is flattening. 
 

The iShares MSCI EAFE ETF (EFA), Europe, Asia, Far East, excluding US and Canada:  Has also 
retraced only one third of the 24% decline and remains under the January 2018 downtrend and 
declining 50-week MA.  The monthly momentum remains on a Sell, but flattening; consolidation may 
ensue. 
 
Europe – Further Consolidations Would Be Constructive 
 

NOTE:  All the markets we cover now have positive weekly momentum models to suggest the rallies 
might extend or price might consolidate.  The monthly momentum models remain negative but trying to 
flatten.  There is not yet clarity as to whether the rallies will continue or whether they will roll down again 
toward support. 
 
FTSE 100 (United Kingdom, see Figure 15):  Rallied into a flat 50-week MA, retracing half the decline 
and is retreating.  Resistance above lies at 7,500 which could be achieved given the positive weekly 
momentum.  The 2009 uptrend has contained all the corrective moves to date.  As long as 7,000 
support at the 200-week MA can hold, consolidation may ensue; the monthly momentum remains on a 
Sell but is flattening; nevertheless, attention to any break of 7,000 could imply 6,500 again. 
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Figure 15.  United Kingdom – FTSE Index (Monthly through February) 

 
Data Source:  Bloomberg  

 
CAC 40 (France, see Figure 16):  Another 50% price retracement of the decline has occurred, 
accompanied by a positive weekly momentum reading to suggest there could be further appreciation 
toward the 2018 high near 5,500, or some consolidation of gains to date above 5,000 support.   
 
The monthly momentum remains negative but flattening to support further consolidation over the weeks 
ahead as / if improvement will be forthcoming.   As long as support at 5,000 holds, a period of 
consolidation may be forthcoming.  Further support is at 4,500, the low.   
 
Figure 16.  France - CAC Index    (Monthly through February) 

 
Data Source:  Bloomberg  
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DAX (Germany, see Figure 17):  Shows a very minor recovery, barely one third of the 24% decline and 
still under the declining MAs.  The weekly momentum registered a somewhat weak Buy signal to 
suggest price could reach resistance (formerly support) of the year-long top near 12,000.   
 

The monthly momentum remains negative but trying to flatten (see lower panel).  More consolidation is 
probable; support now 11,000-10,500.  The progression remains above the 2009 uptrend, a plus, but 
the intersect with the 4-year support at 9,300 is critical, were price to retreat once again. 
 

Figure 17.  Germany – DAX Index  (Monthly through February)   

 
Data Source:  Bloomberg  

 
IBEX 35 (Spain, see Figure 18):  Has spent the month consolidating just above the low, retracing little 
of the 25% decline and still under the declining MAs.  The weekly momentum is mildly positive to 
suggest there could be further appreciation perhaps toward the 2017 downtrend near 9,600 or simply 
consolidation above support at 8,500.   
 

Price retreated within the 6-year support near 7,500, and perhaps may be poised to rally again toward 
the upper level.  However, the monthly momentum remains negative, though flattening.  There should 
be further consolidation as long as support at 9,000 holds. 
 

Figure 18.  Spain - IBEX 35   (Monthly through February)    

 
Data Source:  Bloomberg  
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FTSE MIB (Italy, see Figure 19):  The 26% price decline held mid the 9-year trading range, and above 
the 2016 low level.  Further rally potential can be argued by the positive weekly momentum, to carry 
into price resistance (formerly support) near 21,500.  All the prior rallies turned into distribution 
approaching 25,000, and the declines to the mid-line were followed by rallies that then declined again 
toward the lower level.  The monthly momentum remains negative, but flattening, and doing so at a 
higher price low thus far.  How resistance is negotiated should be telling as to direction. 
 

Figure 19.  Italy - FTSE MIB (Monthly through February)   

 
Data Source:  Bloomberg  

 
SMI Index (Switzerland, see Figure 20):  Has been the strongest of the Europe area countries as price 
declined only 13% and price has now recovered the entire loss, challenging the 2018 high near 9,500.  
The weekly momentum is on a Buy and carried a positive divergence to the pullback in December.  The 
monthly momentum is just poised to turn positive with further price appreciation toward new highs.  
Support is 8,400.  Perhaps Switzerland is becoming a safe haven? 
 

Figure 20.  Switzerland – SMI Index (Monthly through February) 

 
Data Source:  Bloomberg  
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ASIA –Resistance Encountered as Sells Remain.  China Reversal? 
 

NIKKEI 225 (Japan, see Figure 21):  Recovered the 2012 uptrend to rally into the monthly MAs 
resistance following a 22% decline.  The weekly momentum is just turning positive to suggest further 
advance, or consolidation; the monthly momentum continues to decline (see lower panel), remaining 
negative, causing concern as to whether price can push through resistance or will again retreat.  
Support 20,000; resistance 22,500 and 24,000. 
 

Figure 21.  Japan – Nikkei 225 Index (Monthly through February)    

 
Data Source:  Bloomberg  
 

Hang Seng (Hong Kong, see Figure 22):  Price has recovered half of the 27% decline and is 
addressing price resistance near 28,900 (formerly support of the top) with 30,000 above and lifting 
through the MAs.  The weekly momentum continues positive, supporting the rally; the monthly 
continues negative but flattening (see lower panel), such that further consolidation may be forthcoming.  
The decline held well above the 2009 uptrend but any future decline needs to hold 25,000 support. 
 

Figure 22.  Hong Kong – Hang Seng (Monthly through February) 

 
Data Source:  Bloomberg  
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The Shanghai Composite (China, see Figure 23):  Followed through on the positive divergence profile 
as noted last month, with price lifting and weekly momentum on a Buy, addressing 3,000 resistance.  
The negative monthly momentum is flattening and with some further price consolidation, may turn 
positive over the weeks ahead.  Support is now 2,800.  Some consolidation of the current gains may be 
needed before resistance is surpassed, then with 3,200 as next resistance / target. 
 

Figure 23.  China – Shanghai Composite (Monthly through February)    

 
Data Source: Bloomberg  

 
TAIEX (Taiwan, see Figure 24):  One of the lesser declines of 16% (holding the 2009 uptrend) and for 
which price has recovered nearly half.  Price is now addressing the resistance, formerly support near 
10,400.  The weekly momentum is positive to support further advance and / or consolidation of gains to 
date, as the monthly momentum remains negative (see lower panel) with minimal flattening, suggesting 
further consolidation may be needed.  Resistance near the high is 11,000; current support 10,000 and 
9,500 again at the uptrend. 
 

Figure 24.  Taiwan - TAIEX Index (Monthly through February) 

 
Data Source:  Bloomberg  
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KOSPI (Korea, see Figure 25):  Slipped 23%, breaking the 2009 uptrend with the rally to date trying to 
recover the trendline.  The weekly momentum is positive to support further rally, perhaps toward 2,300 
resistance with 2,400 above.  The monthly momentum (see lower panel) is trying to flatten, though still 
negative.  Additional consolidation would help resolve the pattern with critical support at 2,000. 
 
Figure 25.  Korea Kospi Index (Monthly through February)     

 
Data Source:  Bloomberg  

 
CNX Nifty (India, see Figure 26):  Remains minimally affected by the 15% price decline, retaining a 
rather flat price rally pattern to date, even as the monthly momentum has been negative and still 
declining (see lower panel), with a very weak positive in the weekly momentum.  Technically, the 
expectation would be for some further risk, but as long as the price holds above year-plus, near-term 
support at 10,500, it may simply consolidate further.  Year-plus critical support is at 10,000.  A lift 
through 11,000 would anticipate a test of the high near 12,000. 
 

Figure 26.  India (Nifty 50) (Monthly through February)    

 
Data Source:  Bloomberg  
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FTSE Straits Times (Singapore, see Figure 27):  Retraced nearly half of the 19% decline with a 
positive weekly momentum and a flattening, though still negative, monthly momentum (see lower 
panel).  Further consolidation likely but the 2009 uptrend has held and as long as 3,000 support holds, 
so will the trend.  Further upside can be identified by the 3,350 resistance, formerly support, through 
which 3,400-3,500 would come into view with the high near 3,600 the final resistance above. 
 
Figure 27 Singapore - FTSE Straits Times  (Monthly through February) 

 
Data Source:  Bloomberg  

 
ASX All Ordinaries (Australia, see Figure 28):  Soared to recover nearly the entire 24% decline to date 
with the weekly momentum positive, and holding the 2009 uptrend  The monthly momentum remains 
negative but again, is flattening, suggesting that some consolidation of gains to date would help support 
a continued move up.  Resistance near the old high is 6,500; supports 6,000 and 5,700.   
 
Figure 28. Australia - ASX All  Ordinaries (Monthly through February) 

 
Data Source:  Bloomberg  
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Americas – Canada and Brazil Doing Well. 
 

Canadian SPX / TSX (Canada, see Figure 29):  Is close to retracing the entire 17% decline as price 
approaches the 2018 high near 16,500, now resistance and moves up through the MAs.  The weekly 
momentum is strongly positive and rising, accompanying price.  The negative monthly momentum is 
flattening, possibly poised to move positive, which may take a few weeks.  Two-year support returns to 
15,000, and 14,000 at the 2009 uptrend, which held in the decline.  There may well be a successful 
move to a new high, and if accompanied with a positive monthly momentum Buy, should confirm higher 
levels. 
 

Figure 29.  Canada – SPX / TSX Index (Monthly through February) 

 
Data Source:  Bloomberg  

 
Mexico IPC Index (see Figure 30):  Tested the 5-year support just under 40,000, bouncing back 
toward the 45,000 resistance (formerly 2-year support), after breaching the 2009 uptrend.  The positive 
weekly momentum appears fragile; the negative monthly momentum (see lower panel) is still declining 
with price under the MAs, suggesting there may be a further test of critical support at 40,000 if price 
reverses down.  More potential for risk here, or at best sideways price action. 
 

Figure 30.  Mexico – IPC Index) (Monthly through February) 

 
Data Source:  Bloomberg  
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Bovespa (Brazil, see Figure 31):  Consolidating with possible retreat toward the breakout level at 
90,000.  The weekly momentum remains on a Buy, but stalling, the positive monthly momentum (lower 
panel), is rising to suggest higher levels following any consolidation, toward 100,000. 
 

Figure 31.  Brazil – Bovespa Index (Monthly through February) 

 
Data Source:  Bloomberg  

 
OTHER MARKETS:   
 

CURRENCIES:   
 

U.S. Dollar – Still Neutral; Thwarting Bulls and Bears. 
 

The U.S. Dollar Index (DXY-96.53, see Figure 32):  Retains a neutral pattern, frustrating both bulls and 
bears, still hugging the 200-week MA and above the 2018 weekly uptrend (not shown) which will shortly 
intersect price support at 95.  The weekly momentum (depicted herein last month) remains negative but 
flat; the monthly momentum (see lower panel) remains positive but flattening.   
The dollar retains a pattern that can still break in either direction, below 95-94 support, or up through 
96-97 resistance.  Price retains a series of higher lows, but needs to exceed 97 to complete the next 
higher high.  A failure could suggest encroaching weakness to / below support. 
 

Figure 32.  U.S. Dollar Index  (Monthly through February)     

 
Data Source:  Bloomberg  
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Euro –- Neutral to Date 
 

The Euro spot rate (EUR-1.13, see Figure 33):  Another flat pattern hugging support at 1.13 and at the 
declining 200-week MA with a flat / positive weekly momentum model.  The monthly momentum (lower 
panel) is negative and declining, suggestive that the support may give way, leaving 1.10 as the 
downside potential.  Price would need to surpass 1.15-1.16 resistance to suggest a move higher. 
 
Figure 33.  Euro Spot Rate (Monthly through February) 

 
Data Source:  Bloomberg 

 
Japanese Yen spot rate (JPY-111.89, see Figure 34):  Continues to move in a year-plus horizontal 
pattern, holding above 105 support and below 115-116 resistance.  The weekly momentum model is 
negative / flat; the monthly momentum is also negative / flat (see lower panel), price needs to offer 
some clarity to the next direction. 
 
Figure 34.  Japanese Yen (Monthly through February) 

 
Data Source:  Bloomberg  
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The British Pound (GBP-1.32, see Figure 35):  Lifting through 1.33 resistance for a multi-month 
breakout, price could progress toward the declining 200-week MA at 1.36 resistance (under the broken 
2016 uptrend), with 1.40 target at the 2007 downtrend above.  Weekly momentum is turning up from a 
slight positive divergence (see lower arrow) on the lower price.  Monthly momentum is on the cusp of 
turning positive.  Further upside may be forthcoming. 
 

Figure 35.  British Pound (Weekly) 

 
Data Source:  Bloomberg  

 

The Swiss Franc (CHF-0.99, not shown):  Remains neutral in the 4-year trading range.  Support 0.98 
and 0.95; resistance 1.01 and 1.03. 
 
Indian Rupee (INR-70.91, depicted herein last month):  No change; resistance 72-73; support 69. 
 
Chinese Yuan (CNH-6.71, see Figure 36):  Continues to decline (strengthen versus the dollar; fewer 
yuan per dollar) with a still negative / declining weekly momentum (see lower panel) and monthly 
momentum flattening toward a Sell, suggesting price could continue down toward 6.60 and lower, 
notwithstanding interim rallies.. 
 

Figure 36.  Chinese Yuan (Weekly)   

 
Data Source:  Bloomberg  
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The Australian Dollar spot rate (AUD-0.71, see Figure 37):  Remains flat above 0.70 support and still 
below the weekly MAs resistance at 0.73-0.74.  With weekly momentum barely positive / flat and 
monthly momentum still negative / flat, with a series of lower highs, some risk appears possible.  A 
break through either parameter should define the next move more definitively. 
 
Figure 37.  Australian Dollar (Weekly)J 

 
Data Source:  Bloomberg 
 

Canadian Dollar Spot Rate (CAD-1.33, see Figure 38):  Slightly weaker, addressed 1.31 support of 
the 2012 uptrend and hugging the rising weekly MAs, with the weekly momentum slightly negative 
(lower panel), there may be some attrition / further consolidation.  The monthly momentum is positive / 
flat.  A break below 1.30 would suggest further decline (strengthening loonie) possibly toward 1.25; a lift 
through 1.34 would suggest a move higher. 
 
Figure 38.  Canadian Dollar Spot Rate (Weekly)   

 
Data Source:  Bloomberg  
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METALS:   
 

Gold – Pausing? 
 

Gold spot price (GOLDS-1,293.40 see Figure 39):  Price had been inching up toward the 5-year 
resistance at 1,400.  The weekly momentum is positive (see lower panel) but slowing and the monthly 
remains on a very weak Buy signal.  The rally could continue but appears poised for a pullback / 
consolidation, as in the other rallies toward 1,400; possibly toward support 1,260 at the flat 50-week 
MA.  Then price would need to move up again to retain the impetus higher. 
 
Figure 39.  Gold Spot Price (Weekly)    

 
Data Source:  Bloomberg  
 

Aluminum spot price (LA1-1,900.75, not shown):  Now consolidating above 1,800 support and 200-
week MA, with 2,000 resistance above.  The weekly momentum is just turning positive; the monthly 
remains negative.  Price may need to consolidate further between support and resistance before the 
next direction becomes clear.  A breach of either should define the next directional trend. 
 

Silver spot price (SILV-15.21, not shown):  Price is flat / weakening at the also flat weekly MAs, with 
the same support of 15-14 and resistance of 16 from last month.  Weekly momentum is positive but 
flattening; monthly negative / flat.  The silver profile is less clear and more vulnerable than that of Gold. 
 
The Copper Continuous Futures Contract (HG1-293.35, see Figure 40):  Consolidation appears 
complete with the test of the 2016 uptrend and rally through resistance at 285 and into the next 
resistance level near 300.  The weekly momentum continues positive and rising with the monthly 
negative / flat but poised to turn positive with further advance.  Consolidation may take place between 
the two levels. 
 

Price later may be poised to move up through 300 toward 330, at the 2017-2018 highs.  Support now 
lies at 285, the former resistance, just penetrated.  Any move through 330 would extend the uptrend 
and suggest higher levels ahead.  Copper may rally with the China market. 
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Figure 40.  Copper Continuous Futures Contract (Monthly through February)  

 
Data Source:  Bloomberg 

 
Palladium spot price (PALL-1,543.55, see Figure 41):  Continues to soar to new highs, now achieving 
1,555 with strong monthly momentum, positive and rising (see lower panel).  Weekly momentum is 
equally supportive of the higher price.  However, given the rate of ascent, there may need to be a 
period to digest gains which could bring support at 1,400 into play.  Further price advance could carry 
toward 1,600-1,700 or higher.  Palladium is now significantly higher than Gold with this advance.   
 
Figure 41.  Palladium Spot Price (Monthly through February)  

 
Data Source:  Bloomberg 

 
Platinum spot price (PLAT-859.59, depicted herein last month):  Lifting toward resistance at 900 
noted last month, after holding support near 800.  Both momentum models offer positive divergences 
with the weekly momentum positive and rising, the monthly momentum just registering a Buy, 
suggesting price could continue to move up to / through resistance at 900, which would also penetrate 
the 2011 downtrend.   
With Palladium so expensive now, manufacturing is turning again toward Platinum. 
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ENERGY:  Upside Possibly Limited. 
 
U.S. (West Texas Intermediate) Crude Oil Continuous Futures contract (CL1-55.80, see Figure 
42):  Lifted through 54 resistance, turning the weekly momentum positive, trying to rise further (see 
lower panel).  The breakout suggests 60 could be achieved and possibly 63 where the declining 50-
week MA intersects with the 2016 broken uptrend offering resistance.  However, the negative monthly 
momentum suggests the upside may be limited to the above as price retreats.  Supports at 55, 52 and 
50. 
 
Figure 42.  U.S. (West Texas Intermediate) Crude Oil Continuous Futures contract (Weekly) 

 
Data Source:  Bloomberg  

 
Brent Crude Oil Continuous Futures contract (CO1-65.07 not shown):  Carries a similar pattern to 
WTI but with supports at 63, 60 critical support and the upside toward 70-71.  Momentum models carry 
the same patterns to that of WTI suggesting limited upside possible.  Price in retreat as we go to press. 
 
 
INTEREST RATES:  Contratrend Behavior. 
 
The 2-Year U.S. Treasury yield (USGG2YR-2.55%, see Figure 43):  Still appears in perhaps the first 
contratrend move (a move in the opposite direction to the major trend) in the new uptrend for rates.  
(Notice that the rising arrows depict the 3% target achieved.)  Price thus far has been holding at 2.50% 
support, but still could slip further toward the 2016 uptrend near 2.25% were there to be further attrition.  
The weekly momentum is still negative but might be slowing the downward trajectory and appears to be 
flattening.   
 

The monthly momentum remains very minimally negative on the new Sell signal.  A failure to move lower 
would suggest the uptrend could resume sooner than might otherwise have been expected.  But we’d 
await a lift through 2.71% to confirm, with momentum confirmation. 
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Figure 43.  2-Year U.S. Treasury Yield (Weekly)    

 
Data Source:  Bloomberg  

 
The 10-Year U.S. Treasury yield (USGG10YR-2.75%, see Figure 44):  Has retraced a bit more than the 
2-year note, breaking the near-term support at 2.78% and the 2016 uptrend.  The weekly momentum 
(see lower panel) remains negative and stalling so there could be stabilization in its contratrend retreat.  
In the event of further weakness yields could slip toward 2.50% or even 2.34% at the 200-week MA.  The 
monthly momentum is on a Sell more definitively than that of the 2-year, so the behavior between these 2 
Treasury notes may continue to diverge, with the shorter-term yield less vulnerable and likely to rise.  
Price would need to reclaim the uptrend and 50-week MA near 2.90% to suggest the next advance in 
yields. 
 

Figure 44.  10-year U.S. Treasury Yield (Weekly) 

 
Data Source:  Bloomberg  

 
We’d continue to use any interim decline in rates to sell long duration bonds.  As rates rise, move to short 
duration notes to preserve capital.  
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MONTH-END SECTOR REVIEW (Relative Strength). 
 

An introductory word about our month-end Sector work and the accompanying charts.  Our discipline in this area 
is that of Relative Strength (RS).  We evaluate each S&P 500 sector versus the benchmark S&P 500 index. 
 

When the RS line is rising, the sector is Outperforming the equity market:  If the market is going up, that sector is 
going up more than the equity market; or if the market is going down, the sector is “going down less,” or might 
even be rising.   
 

When the RS line is falling, the sector is Underperforming the equity market:  If the market is going up, the sector 
is “going up less” or may even be going down; if the market is going down when the RS line is falling, the sector is 
“going down more” than the market. 
 

A flat RS line indicates in-line market performance with the S&P 500: going up or down the same amount as the 
S&P500. 
 

Obviously, the purpose of the exercise is to identify those sectors that are Outperforming.  One does not go into 
equities to Underperform the market.  Therefore, the focus is to concentrate on the outperforming sectors. 
 

These analyses are longer-term in nature to attempt to capture the structural trends.  It goes without saying that 
interim cyclical (shorter-term) rallies and declines can and will occur, even intra-month, within the longer-term 
trend. 

 
 

Commentary S&P 500:  What is interesting here is that in spite of the distance the equity 
market has travelled, that there hasn’t been a great deal of improvement in a majority of the 
sectors.  Technology has come to the fore again with improvement in Industrials, and the 
interest rate sensitive groups are moving to new highs, albeit without the corresponding 
outperformance as yet. 
 
The designations below are based on the weekly price and relative strength (RS) charts. 
 

• Communication Services:  In-line performance 
• Consumer Discretionary:  In-line performance 
• Consumer Staples:  Underperformance 
• Energy:  Underperformance (possible flattening into In-line performance)  
• Financials:  In-line performance near Underperformance low 
• Health Care:  Underperforming from recent outperformance high 
• Industrials:  Outperforming into resistance 

• Information Technology:  Outperforming toward 2018 high 

• Materials:  In-line performance 
• Real Estate:  In-line performance  
• Utilities:  In-line performance 

 

We present the weekly RS profiles, as needed, when the monthly averages may not reflect the near term 
movement sufficiently.   

 
The S&P 400 Mid-Cap (see Figure 45):  Has retraced in excess of two thirds of the 2018 price decline, 
outperforming from the start of 2019 and now taking an initial pause in outperformance at a multi-month 
resistance level.  There is a minor negative divergence in RS versus the slightly higher current price to 
late 2018.  The longer 2017 underperformance downtrend remains in place as a larger resistance 
above current levels.  Performance may move into an In-line pattern over the near term. 
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Figure 45.  S&P 400 (Top) and Relative Ratio to S&P 500 (Bottom) (Weekly) 

 
Data Source:  Bloomberg 
 

Within the S&P 400, the Outperforming sectors include:  Industrials (within flat consolidation) and 
Information Technology (at new RS high) 
 

In-line Performance sectors:  Communication Services, Energy (at RS lows), Financials, Health 
Care, Materials and Utilities 
 

Underperforming sectors:  Consumer Discretionary, Consumer Staples and REITs (just turning 
down) 
 

The S&P 600 Small Cap index (see Figure 46):  Outperforming in 2019, the RS is just turning down into 
an underperformance profile which may simply represent a temporary hiatus, still within the short 
outperformance uptrend.  However the RS rally to date does carry a slight negative divergence to the 
late 2018 level even as price moved to equal the late 2018 price (see lower arrow). 
 

Figure 46.  S&P 600 (Top) and Relative Ratio to S&P 500 (Bottom)    (Weekly) 

 
Data Source:  Bloomberg 
 

Within the S&P 600, the Outperforming sectors:  Industrials (with an RS pause), Information 
Technology (RS reaching for the 2018 high) and Materials 
 

In-line Performance sectors:  Energy (flat at RS lows) and REITs (approaching underperform) 
 

Underperforming sectors:  Communication Services, Consumer Discretionary, Consumer Staples, 
Financials, Health Care and Utilities 
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The Communication Services sector includes stocks taken from Technology and Consumer 

Discretionary including larger-weighted GOOGL, GOOG, FB, ATVI, NFLX and EA.   
 
This sector (see Figure 47) may finally see the formerly flat RS just ticking up from the gentle one-year 
saucer, beginning to integrate the new component names.. Price has risen enough to now challenge 
the downtrend.  With further improvement price could penetrate the downtrend and initiate a trend more 
representative of the new components. 
 
The absolute price monthly momentum appears on the verge of turning positive. 
 
Figure 47.  S&P 500 Communication Services Sector (Top, Log Scale) & Relative Ratio to S&P 500 
(Bottom, Linear Scale) (Monthly) 

 
Source:  Bloomberg and LY Advisors 
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Movies & Entertainment (depicted herein last month; DIS and NFLX largest weights):  Returned to the 
2018 price high continuing the 3-year uptrend and the RS paused after penetrating the 3-year 
downtrend, now outperforming, and creating an RS uptrend from the 2017 low.  Price is close to 
pushing through to a new high.  If RS can continue to improve with price, a new outperformance cycle 
may fall into place. 
 
 
Trying to stabilize in price and RS following the decline with a slight upturn in both over the month, In-
line performing: 
Cable & Satellite price moving to reaction peak still below 2018 high 
Interactive Media & Services (large weights GOOGL, GOOG and FB).   
 
Integrated Telecommunication Services (T and VZ) remained rather flat in RS but may be trying to 
develop a saucer, for In-line performance.  Price may still be in the process of developing a top if the 
7-year support breaks with the RS negative divergences over the years.  Alternatively, if support holds 
we may watch for improvement. 
 
 
Prices rather flat from last month with RS rolling down again, Underperforming: 
Advertising  
Broadcasting (CBS large weight) 
Publishing RS near low 
 
 
Price flat, but RS at new reaction low Underperforming: 
Interactive Home Entertainment (ATVI, EA, TTWO)  
A good deal of repair is still needed here. 
 
 
Underperforming with RS moving lower over the month and price fragile for: 
Alternative Carriers (one stock CTL) RS and price in decline to new lows 
 
 
[This space intentionally left blank] 
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The Consumer Discretionary sector (see Figure 48, AMZN largest weight):  Price bounced from under 
the broken 2009 uptrend.  RS declined at a lower peak creating a neutral trend of In-line performance.  
The selectivity among the groups will tell more of the areas in which one might concentrate.  Here, the 
absolute monthly momentum model remains on a Sell, but flattening. 
 
Figure 48.  S&P 500 Consumer Discretionary Sector (Top, Log Scale) & Relative Ratio to S&P 500 
(Bottom, Linear Scale) (Monthly) 

 
Source:  Bloomberg and LY Advisors 
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New price high (extended) with RS lifting in 3-year uptrend possibly forming a 9-year saucer base, 
outperforming: 
Consumer Electronics (see Figure 49) one stock GRMN)  
 
 
Figure 49.  S&P 500 Consumer Electronics Sub-Industry (Top, Log Scale) & Relative Ratio to S&P 500 
(Bottom, Linear Scale) (Monthly) 

 
Source:  Bloomberg and LY Advisors 
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New price, or nearly new price high with strongly recovering RS albeit with potential negative 
divergences to price, outperforming: 
Automotive Retail  
Footwear (one stock, NKE) 
 
 
Upticks for price and RS in uptrends, minimally outperforming: 
Home Improvement Retail  
Computer & Electronics Retail (one stock BBY)  
 
 
Price near initial pullback low with RS rolling down at first lower high for: 
Internet & Direct Marketing Retail (AMZN heavy weight) 
 
 
The RS high pauses as price remains near November all-time high, In-line performance: 
Restaurants (depicted herein last month, heavy weight MCD) eliminating the 3-year RS negative 
divergence. 
 
 
Prices rebound near the highs with RS rather neutral in recovery, In-line performance: 
Apparel Retail 
General Merchandise Stores  
Hotels, Resorts & Cruise Lines 
 
 
Kickback rallies from the declines in price with RS upturns from recent or new lows, barely In-line 
performance: 
Apparel, Accessories & Luxury Goods RS just off 2017 low  
Auto Parts & Equipment RS bounce from 9-year support break 
Casinos & Gaming  
Distributors  
Homebuilding RS bounce from 5-year support break 
Home Furnishings RS near all-time low 
Household Appliances (one stock WHR) bounces from steep price and RS declines  
Specialty Stores RS still near low 
 
 
Prices still vulnerable or in decline with RS at / near all-time RS lows underperforming: 
Automobile Manufacturers price under 6 year support RS at low 
Department Stores  
Housewares & Specialties (one stock, NWL) RS near low 
Leisure Products RS still at new multi-year low 
Motorcycle Manufacturers (one stock HOG) RS declines to new low 
Specialized Consumer Services (one stock HRB) RS testing low 
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The Consumer Staples sector (see Figure 50):  Little change.  May still be extending a 3-year price 
top unless a new high can come into play; meanwhile the RS rolls down as the market rallies.  RS may 
be poised to decline again to test the 18-year support; Underperforming.  Monthly momentum of 
absolute price is still negative but flattening. 
 
Figure 50.  S&P 500 Consumer Staples Sector (Top, Log Scale) & Relative Ratio to S&P 500 (Bottom, 
Linear Scale) (Monthly) 

 
Source:  Bloomberg and LY Advisors 
 
There is one group with price lifting toward the high and the RS offering a generous lift off the slightly 
higher low, outperforming: 
Personal Products (large weight EL) 
 
Price uptrends are intact with slight resumption of price advance near the highs; RS retains uptrending 
formation albeit with a pullback this month in an otherwise outperforming trend: 
Food Distributors (one stock SYY) 
Hypermarkets & Supercenters (2 stocks COST, WMT)  
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Prices retain uptrends in spite of overall declining RS trends with initial bounces off the low but possibly 
rolling down again, currently In-line performance: 
Household Products (large weight PG), new price breakout to high (see Figure 51) 
Soft Drinks  
 
Figure 51.  S&P 500 Household Products Sub-Industry (Top, Log Scale) & Relative Ratio to S&P 500 
(Bottom, Linear Scale) (Monthly) 

 
Source:  Bloomberg and LY Advisors 
 
 
Prices in decline or at lower highs with RS at or near lows and rolling down again underperforming: 
Agricultural Products (one stock ADM) 
Brewers (one stock TAP) 
Distillers & Vintners (two stocks BF/B, STZ) new RS low 
Drug Retail 
Food Retail (one stock KR) 
Packaged Foods & Meats, new RS low 
Tobacco (depicted herein last month) minor bounce off new price and RS lows 
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The Energy sector (see Figure 52):  Price was able to bounce slightly into the broken support, now 
resistance; and RS has barely flattened at the low, in face of enormous media focus on Energy 
outperforming!  The RS structural Energy bear market evolved over years since the 2013 RS break of 
6-year support, a major top.  Price has not fared well for most stocks, with the few heavier weighted 
only moderately less affected. 
 
The longer-term uptrend from the 1990s is broken and the attempts to reclaim it have so far failed.  
There is no guarantee that the decline has come to an end; at best stabilization appears minimally 
coming into the RS for overall Underperformance with potential for In-line Performance. 
The absolute price monthly momentum model remains on a Sell. 
 
Figure 52.  S&P 500 Energy Sector (Top, Log Scale) & Relative Ratio to S&P 500 (Bottom, Linear Scale) 
(Monthly) 

 
Source:  Bloomberg and LY Advisors 
 
The one continuously uptrending group, notwithstanding interim pullbacks, with 
price and RS retaining uptrends, to Outperform. 
Oil & Gas Refining & Marketing (depicted herein last month).    
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Lifting off 3-year support in RS at the all-time lows with price rallying in 2-year downtrend; both 
bouncing slightly for In-line performance: 
Oil & Gas Storage & Transportation 
 
RS at new 10-year decline underperforming with price in minor bounce as potential decade-plus 
“head-and-shoulders” top remains a potential for the group: 
Oil & Gas Exploration & Production (see Figure 53) 
 
Figure 53.  S&P 500 Oil & Gas Exploration & Production Sub-Industry (Top, Log Scale) & Relative Ratio to 
S&P 500 (Bottom, Linear Scale) (Monthly) 

 
Source:  Bloomberg and LY Advisors 
 
Slight price bounces from recent lows, with RS at all-time lows underperforming: 
Integrated Oil & Gas (large-weighted group, CVX, XOM) the overall pattern similar to the sector 
Oil & Gas Drilling (one stock HP) 
Oil & Gas Equipment & Services (heavy weight SLB) 
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The Financials sector (see Figure 54) shows little change, with a slightly further uptick in price to, but 
not through, the broken uptrend.  The RS is flat at the recent low.  The question remains as to whether 
Financials can hold trend or whether price may roll down to test the support of the recent decline.   
Note the support breaks beginning in 2007 that provided stop-loss points in the decline (which had 
been preceded by the 6-year RS negative divergence (see vertical arrows).  The overall larger RS trend 
from early 2018 has been Underperforming. 
 
Price remains to date unable to surpass the 2007 peak, and the RS breakout in 2016 has failed, albeit 
so far holding above the 2012 uptrend.  The sector needs more time to reveal either further 
deterioration of the past year, or recovery. 
 
The absolute price monthly momentum model for the sector remains on a Sell. 
 
Figure 54.  S&P 500 Financials Sector (Top, Log Scale) & Relative Ratio to S&P 500 (Bottom, Linear Scale) 
(Monthly) 

 
Source:  Bloomberg and LY Advisors 
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The only group with a new high in both price and RS, outperforming is: 
Insurance Brokers 
 
Price turning up in uptrend near recent highs with RS in minor pullbacks within uptrends, 
outperforming:   
Financial Exchanges & Data  
Multi-Sector Holdings 
Property & Casualty Insurance  
 
Price uptrend similar to the sector itself but with price above the 2007 peak, testing the uptrend; and RS 
also similar to the sector itself, flat In-line performance for the week, to underperformance trend for 
the past year. 
Diversified Banks 
Regional Banks 
 
Price near recent low testing the uptrend from minor top pattern, as RS bounces off its recent low 
testing uptrend underperforming: 
Investment Banking & Brokerage price still below 2007 peak 
 

Broken uptrend from 2018 high with negative divergence in RS, testing support, underperforming 
Consumer Finance (see Figure 55, AXP the heaviest weight)  
 

Figure 55.  S&P 500 Consumer Finance Sub-Industry (Top, Log Scale) & Relative Ratio to S&P 500 
(Bottom, Linear Scale) (Monthly) 

 
Source:  Bloomberg and LY Advisors 
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Price bounced slightly off the uptrend test from 2018 decline; RS uptick from new 9-year low with 
multiple negative divergences.  There could be further price attrition, underperforming: 
Asset Management & Custody Banks (see Figure 56)  
 
Figure 56.  S&P 500 Asset Management & Custody Banks Sub-Industry (Top, Log Scale) & Relative Ratio 
to S&P 500 (Bottom, Linear Scale) (Monthly) 

 
Source:  Bloomberg and LY Advisors 
 
Downtrends in RS over a period of years; price breaking uptrends underperforming: 
Life & Health Insurance 
Multi-line Insurance 5-year price support breakdown (depicted herein last month) 
Reinsurance (minimal history; price and RS in downtrends) 
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The Health Care sector (see Figure 57):  Price turns up just under the high in normal uptrend;  RS 
experiencing first pullback in the strong thrust up through the downtrend.  Short-term In-line 
performance within outperforming trend.  Selectivity among the groups within the sector continues.  
The absolute price monthly momentum is positive but flattening. 
 
Figure 57.  S&P 500 Health Care Sector (Top, Log Scale) & Relative Ratio to S&P 500 (Bottom, Linear 
Scale) (Monthly) 

 
Source:  Bloomberg and LY Advisors 
 
Price and RS both at / close to new highs in extended multi-year uptrends outperforming: 
Health Care Facilities (RS close to new high) 
Health Care Equipment 
Life Sciences Tools & Services  
Managed Health Care 
 
Volatile reversal up for price and RS from steep declines, trying to recover broken uptrends, In-line 
performance: 
Health Care Supplies 
 
Price turns up from pause near the 2018 new uptrend high; RS retreated further following the 2018 
surge up, taking a pause to In-line performance:  
Pharmaceuticals (JNJ the large weight) 
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Pause in extended price may be forming a 4-year top; RS retreats sharply from reaction rally with a 
series of negative divergences that bode ill for price, suggesting further price risk, underperforming: 
Health Care Services (see Figure 58, heavy weight CVS) We also show some vulnerable patterns 
(see Figure 59). 
 

Figure 58.  S&P 500 Health Care Services Sub-Industry (Top, Log Scale) & Relative Ratio to S&P 500 
(Bottom, Linear Scale) (Monthly) 

 
Data Source:  Bloomberg 

 
Figure 59:  Examples:  Cigna Corp., CVS Health Corp. , Quest Diagnostics Inc. (Monthly through Feb) 

 

Cigna Corp. (CI) 
 

CVS Health Corp. (CVS) 
 

Quest Diagnostics Inc. (DGX) 

  
 

Data Source:  Bloomberg 
 

RS downtrends remain in place with neutral to declining price patterns, underperforming: 
Biotechnology (a large weight) with varied patterns (depicted herein last month) price flat; RS poised 
for new low. 
Health Care Distributors (ABC, MCK, CAH) minor pause in 4-year downtrends in price and RS 
Health Care Technology 4-year top possible, RS at new 4-year low 
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The Industrials sector (see Figure 60).  Significant RS reversal up following 9-year support break 
bringing RS back into the wide trading range.  Price rallied into 2018 resistance, formerly support 
following the 2009 trend break.  The rally in both allows an upgrade to short-term outperform in a more 
neutral In-line performance trend until proven otherwise with continued advances.  The component 
groups overall have benefitted with price and RS upticks in various patterns, discussed for each below. 
The absolute price monthly momentum remains on a Sell but flattening. 
 
Figure 60.  S&P 500 Industrials Sector (Top, Log Scale) & Relative Ratio to S&P 500 (Bottom, Linear Scale) 
(Monthly) 

 
Source:  Bloomberg and LY Advisors 
 
The best performing groups continuing to advance in price and RS in their uptrends, outperforming: 
Environmental & Facilities Services  
Railroads 
 
Recovering 50% or more of their price and RS pullbacks in 2018 to nearly recover to the highs, 
outperforming again: 
Aerospace & Defense (a large weighted group)  
Agricultural & Farm Machinery (one stock, DE) slight RS pause at the high 
Diversified Support Services (one stock CTAS) 
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Price and RS ticking up from 2018 pullbacks within uptrend in price with recovering RS consolidations 
In-line performing: 
Construction Machinery & Heavy Trucks (CAT heavy weight) RS needs to recover further to forestall 
risk 
Industrial Machinery price and RS holding uptrends with current consolidation 
Trucking (one stock JBHT) price retains uptrend but RS needs to hold 3-year support 
 

Uptick in price at pullback to breakout level in 2017 and within uptrends; RS may be forming saucer 
bottom / stabilization and needs to penetrate recent resistance, In-line performing: 
Human Resource & Employment Services (one stock RHI)  
Trading Companies & Distributors (see Figure 61) 
 

Figure 61.  S&P 500 Trading Companies & Distributors Sub-Industry (Top, Log Scale) & Relative Ratio to 
S&P 500 (Bottom, Linear Scale) (Monthly) 

 
Source:  Bloomberg and LY Advisors 
 
Price turns up at uptrend.  RS ticks up from decline to new low, still underperforming: 
Electrical Components & Equipment  (but AME on verge of new high) 
 

Minor price uptick from 2-year support break in 2-year flat pattern; RS remains near the 2018 low, still 
moving sideways with risk of support break.  Disappointing there was no upside RS follow-through to 
what looked like an RS base breakout, underperforming: 
Airlines 
 

Price upticks following uptrend and support breakdowns / continuing declines; some tops already in 
place; RS upticks from or near new lows, underperforming: 
Air Freight & Logistics (largest weight UPS) RS at new 17-year low 
Building Products price kickback to 3-year resistance; RS at 6-year low 
Construction & Engineering RS uptick from 10-year low 
Industrial Conglomerates (large weight GE) 
Research & Consulting Services price forming 4-year top; RS flat at recent lows 
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The Information Technology sector (see Figure 62):  S&P removed FB, GOOGL, GOOG, ATVI, and EA  
from the sector as of end-September (now in Communications Services). 
 

Price and RS are regaining half the 2018 decline, holding the uptrends, to date.  A majority of the 
groups retain their uptrends in price and RS in spite of deep reversals; some may be more vulnerable 
to secondary declines.  A rush to the highs runs the risk of further profit-taking;  better to see 
consolidation to establish a platform from which price can lift later.   
 

Select individual names continue to do well (XLNX an example) but selectivity is still warranted until the 
sector establishes further stability following the declines.  Interestingly, the RS has risen rather strongly 
to once again outperform. 
The absolute price monthly momentum remains on a Sell but flattening. 
 

Concerns over global growth and trade concerns may continue to weigh on the progress for the sector / 
select stocks, but eventually this remains the New Tech Industrial sector.  For the most part price 
uptrends remain in place, awaiting consolidation of the pullbacks. 
 
Figure 62.  S&P 500 Information Technology Sector (Top, Log Scale) & Relative Ratio to S&P 500 (Bottom, 
Linear Scale) (Monthly) 

 
Source:  Bloomberg and LY Advisors 
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New RS highs with price at or near new highs, outperforming: 
Application Software  
Communications Equipment (big weight CSCO) minor RS pause at the high 
Data Processing & Outsourced Services (MA and V majority weight, depicted herein last month)  
 
Price and RS both on verge of new highs, outperforming: 
Electronic Components (two stocks APH, GLW) 
Electronic Equipment & Instruments (KEYS, FLIR) 
Systems Software (MSFT largest weight) minor RS pause at the high 
 

Deeper pullbacks in price and RS may require a bit more reversal up and consolidation before moving 
again to new price and RS highs, and to be watched for any potential redistribution (rolling over in price 
or RS again); currently In-line performance: 
Technology Hardware Storage & Peripherals (AAPL, heavy weight) 
Internet Services & Infrastructure (AKAM, VRSN) 
Semiconductor Equipment (AMAT large weight, see Figure 63) watch for secondary distribution 
Semiconductors (INTC largest weight see Figure 63 and QCOM) stock selection important 
 
Figure 63.  Intel Corp and Applied Materials, Inc. (Monthly through February) 

 
Intel Corp. (INTC) 

 
Applied Materials, Inc. (AMAT) 

  
Data Source:  Bloomberg 

 
Minor upticks again from steep price declines from 2018 highs, and RS flat near 2018 RS lows, 
underperforming: 
Electronic Manufacturing Services  
IT Consulting & Other Services (big weight IBM) 
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The Materials sector (see Figure 64:  Minor kickback in price trying to regain the broken uptrend, and 
RS holding at the 10-year low, underperforming.  This structurally underperforming sector, in spite of 
the price uptrend, has not offered relative reward.   
With a couple of exceptions, it has been difficult to find outperforming groups in this sector.   
The absolute price monthly momentum is still on a Sell. 
 
Figure 64.  S&P 500 Materials Sector (Top, Log Scale) & Relative Ratio to S&P 500 (Bottom, Linear Scale) 
(Monthly) 

 
Source:  Bloomberg and LY Advisors 
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There are only 2 groups with new highs in price and RS for outperformance:  
Industrial Gases RS successful turn up from 4-year saucer base 
Metal & Glass Containers (one stock BLL) extended sharp rise in price 
 
 
Pauses near their price highs are still in place, with RS holding near rally off lows in 2018 for In-line 
Performance: 
Fertilizers & Agricultural Chemicals price stabilizing near the 2018 high 
Specialty Chemicals RS needs to follow through on the upside  
 
 
Price upticks in downtrending patterns; RS stabilizes near recent lows, in-line performing for now: 
Construction Materials (two stocks MLM, VMC) 2-year price top above 
Copper (one stock FCX) minor kickback rallies  
Gold (one stock NEM) RS flat near low (takeover talks may not be factored in yet) 
Paper Packaging RS down to 2012 low 
Steel (one stock NUE) 
 
 
New multi-year RS lows registered; price only minor uptick following steep 2018 declines, 
underperforming:  
Commodity Chemicals (one stock LYB) 
Diversified Chemicals (large weight DWDP, see Figure 65) extends RS breach of 9-year support; 
price vulnerable again. 
 
 
Figure 65.  DowDuPont Inc. (Monthly through February) 

 
Data Source:  Bloomberg 
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The Real Estate sector (see Figure 66):  Instead of continuing the rounding top, price lifted to break out 
of a 2-year resistance level.  RS is flat under 8-year resistance, for In-line performance.  This usually 
defensive sector has gained some traction and interest, perhaps as interest rates have leveled off, 
there is a reach for yield.  Price appears able to offer absolute reward; relative outperformance is not 
yet clear. 
Absolute price monthly momentum is on the verge of turning positive, to a Buy. 
 
Figure 66.  S&P 500 Real Estate Sector (Top, Log Scale) & Relative Ratio to S&P 500 (Bottom, Linear 
Scale) (Monthly) 

 
Source:  Bloomberg and LY Advisors 
 

Close to new price and RS highs on strong advances, outperforming: 
Real Estate Services (one stock CBG) 
 

New price highs are in place for several groups with the RS flat, In-line performing: 
Industrial REITs RS may be forming a saucer bottom with a new reaction high 
Residential REITs 
Specialized REITs 
 

Price trying for new high; RS lagging with lift to downtrend In-line performing: 
Health Care REITs 
 

Prices still lagging with RS at or near lows underperforming: 
Hotel & Resorts REITs (one stock HST)  
Office REITs 
Retail REITs 
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The Utilities sector (see Figure 67):  RS is addressing the 10-year downtrend, possibly poised to 
penetrate?  Price on the other hand, instead of maintaining the lower high noted last month, is lifting to 
move to a new high.  Here again, a defensive sector is still offering absolute reward, again with yield, 
even as the RS to date is just In-line performing. 
The absolute monthly momentum is just turning positive, to a Buy. 
 
Figure 67.  S&P 500 Utilities Sector (Top, Log Scale) & Relative Ratio to S&P 500 (Bottom, Linear Scale) 
(Monthly) 

 
Source:  Bloomberg and LY Advisors 
 
The strongest RS advance accompanied by a new 4-year price high, Outperforming: 
Independent Power Producers (two stocks AES, NRG) 
 
New price high with RS resting after a strong climb in late 2018, In-line performing: 
Water Utilities (minor downticks in price and RS) 
 
Both price and RS carry the patterns of the sector itself, with price stretching to slight new highs, and 
the RS In-line performing: 
Electric Utilities 
Multi-Utilities. 
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ETFs:  Absolute Price Technical Profiles. 
We technically cover a selection of ETFs with the greatest liquidity and list them according to patterns 
representative of demand (Technically Attractive), patterns of supply (Technically Unattractive) and 
neutral patterns (Technically Neutral), as to the forces of supply and demand.  All profiles are based on 
their profile of absolute price and their momentum readings.  Relative strength performance to a 
benchmark is not taken into consideration.  The technical profiles reflect an intermediate-term 
timeframe.  Nevertheless, mental stop-loss levels should be kept in mind for preservation of capital.   
NOTE: Suggested levels are noted following the Technically Attractive and Technically Neutral ETFs, 
which could be used for a mental stop-loss guide. 
 

ETFs are grouped under their technical profiles by categories: Sector/Industry funds; U.S. / 
International funds; Currency / Fixed-income funds; and Commodity funds. 

 

NOTE:  We have added 2 ETFs – Invesco China Technology ETF (CQQQ) and Xtrackers Harvest CSI 
300 A ETF (ASHR) (in U.S. / International) and discontinued 2 ETFS – Powershares DB Agriculture 
ETF (DBA) and Powershares DB Commodity Tracking ETF (DBC) 
 
ETFs Technical Profiles Data through 2/28/2019

 (Based On an Absolute Price Basis)

 Technically Attractive Technically Neutral Technically Unattractive 

SECTOR / INDUSTRY

MJ      ETFMG Alternative Harvest ETF / 36
XLY     Consumer Discretionary Select 
Sector SPDR

XLV     Health Care Select Sector SPDR / 
90

XLP     Consumer Staples Select Sector 
SPDR

HMLSF  Horizons Marijuana Life Sciences 

Idx ETF / 15
XLE     Energy Select Sector SPDR

IYR     iShares U.S. Real Estate / 82 XLF     Financial Select Sector SPDR

IGV     iShares N.A. Tech Software / 200� XLI      Industrial Select Sector SPDR

IBB     iShares Nasdaq Biotechnology / 

110�
IYZ      iShares U.S. Telecom

� GDX    Market Vectors Gold Miners / 21 ITB      iShares US Home Construction

PPH    Market Vectors Pharmaceutical 

ETF / 59�
IYT      iShares Transport. Aver.

SMH   Market Vectors Semiconductor 

ETF / 100�
OIH     Market Vectors Oil Services ETF

XBI     SPDR S&P Biotech ETF / 88 XLB     Materials Select Sector SPDR

XLK     Technology Select Sector SPDR / 

69�
KBE    SPDR S&P Bank

IHI       iShares US Medical Devices ETF / 

225

XHE    SPDR S&P Health Care Equipment 
ETF

XLU    Utilities Select Sector SPDR / 55 XHB    SPDR S&P Homebuilders

XES    SPDR S&P Oil & Gas 
Equipment&Svcs ETF
XOP    SPDR S&P Oil & Gas Explor & 
Prodtn ETF

KRE    SPDR S&P Regional Bank ETF

XRT     SPDR S&P Retail

KIE      SPDR S&P Insurance ETF

ITA      iShares US Aerospace & Defense 
ETF

IYM     iShares US Basic Materials ETF
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ETFs  Technical Profiles (Based On an Absolute Price Basis) Data through 2/28/2019

 Technically Attractive Technically Neutral Technically Unattractive

COMMODITY

� SLV    iShares Silver Trust

� GLD    SPDR Gold Shares

U.S. / INTERNATIONAL

CQQQ Invesco China Technology ETF / 45 ** EWA    iShares MSCI Australia

FXI       iShares China Large Cap / 43 � EWZ    iShares MSCI Brazil

EEM    iShares MSCI Emerging Markets / 41 EWC    iShares MSCI Canada

EWL     iShares MSCI Switzerland / 33� EFA     iShares MSCI EAFE

ILF        iShares S&P Latin America 40 ETF / 33 EWG    iShares MSCI Germany

ASHR Xtrackers Harvest CSI 300 China A ETF / 26 ** EWH    iShares MSCI Hong Kong

EWJ     iShares MSCI Japan

INDA     iShares MSCI India ETF

**NEW EWM    iShares MSCI Malaysia

EWW    iShares MSCI Mexico 

EWS     iShares MSCI Singapore

EWY     iShares MSCI South Korea

EWT     iShares MSCI Taiwan 

EWU     iShares MSCI United Kingdom 

IWM      iShares Russell 2000

RSX      Market Vectors Russia

QQQ  PowerShares QQQ

� SH     ProShares Short S&P 500

DIA       SPDR Dow Jones Indus. Aver.

SPY     SPDR S&P 500

VWO    Vanguard Emerging Markets ETF

VGK     Vanguard FTSE Europe ETF

VEU   Vanguard FTSE All-World ex-US ETF

VTI     Vanguard Total Stock Market ETF

HEDJ     WisdomTree Europe Hedged Equity ETF

DXJ     WisdomTree Japan Hedged Equity ETF

CURRENCY / FIXED-INCOME

FXE      CurrencyShares Euro 

� FXY      CurrencyShares Japanese Yen 

� SHY     iShares 1-3 Year Treas Bond

TLT       iShares 20+ Year Treas Bond

� IEF       iShares 7-10 Year Treas Bond 

� AGG     iShares Aggregate Bond 

TIP       iShares TIPS Bond

HYG     iShares iBoxx $ High Yield Corp Bond

� LQD     iShares iBoxx $ Investment Grade Corp Bond

UUP     PowerShares DB US Dollar Index Bullish  
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